HILARION'S VISIT


On the evening of July 19th, 2006, I gave a talk at Unity in Flagstaff, Arizona.  It was one of the talks that I've been prompted to do by The White Brotherhood of Planet Earth and was entitled "13 Steps To Paradise".  I had been informed through the message-receiving ability of Greg Paul a few months previously that Lord Hilarion would be coming to some of my talks (see "The Gregorian Oracle") and would be speaking through me and guiding the flow of information by influencing the questions asked, the answers given, and the topics of conversation.  I had been told that I had trained for a long time to be a conscious channel for That One and some Others in The Hierarchy Who would drop in, so to speak, on my talks.  In fact, I had surprisingly been told that Hilarion would be using me as much for teaching as Kuthumi would be using me for healing.

As my talk was getting well under way and I had scrapped my original plan for the presentation because of numerous questions that were popping up which caused me to digress and talk about other things to answer the queries, Deborah Wren later told me that she had detected a shift in my vocal pattern and had an intuitive sense come to her that I was channeling even though I was not consciously aware of it.  As she was receiving that psychic impression, the name of Hilarion formed in her mind to indicate Who it was that was coming through me.

Some little time later, she said she saw a large flash of brilliant white light across the room from where she was sitting, and the bright light lingered there for awhile before fading.  She saw the sudden flash of light, of course, with her aetheric vision, and the name of Hilarion formed again in her mind to inform her of The Presence of That Great Lord in The Spiritual Hierarchy.

Then a few minutes later, she saw columns of white light moving about the room with her partially opened Third Eye, and because of her previous experiences with similar phenomena she said that the columns of light represented to her Ascended Masters having come into the area where I was giving my talk.  She said that astral beings and others have a different character of presentation to her aetheric sight, and she knew (from experience and her psychic nature) that there were Ascended Masters that had come.

I was, of course, decidedly oblivious to all these happenings and came to learn about it a few days later.  One other person that was there saw, at the same time, sparkling lights (by aetheric vision) associated with the entry of Hilarion and looked at Debbie to see if she saw it too.  I've been informed that Hilarion (Lord of The Fifth Ray for Planet Earth) has a great love for me and that we've worked together in other times and other places for the benefit of Humanity, however I'm humbled that such an honor was granted to the messenger on that evening.




